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Under-Secretary, Sir Charles Hardinge, expressed to the
Russian Charge d'Affaires his "intense satisfaction/' saying
it "was most opportune and of great importance not only
to Russia, England and France, but even more so to Italy.
, „ , He [Hardinge] shares the opinion of a part of the
European Press regarding the strange position which Italy
has assumed in respect to the grouping of the Powers.
Chiefly in the event of complications in the Near East,
Italy would either have to be untrue to her ally or act
counter to her own national interests. These words confirm
the deep impression made on Government circles here [in
London] by the meeting at Racconigi; they seem to incline
to the belief that Italy in the future will stand closer to the
Entente than to the Triple Alliance." 91 Germany, Austria
and Turkey were correspondingly alarmed, but they were
given the solemn but lying assurance that nothing had been
agreed except the laudable desire of Italy and Russia to
preserve the status quo in the Balkans and to allow the
Balkan states their normal and peaceful development.92
The Racconigi Agreement, which contemplated the pos-
sible partition of Turkey and the satisfying of Russia's
ambitions in regard to the Straits, also served admirably
another of Izvolski's purposes—that of tending to draw Italy
away from the side of the Triple Alliance to that of the
Triple Entente, or at least of neutralizing Italy as a "dead-
weight" in the Triple Alliance.93 It played henceforth an
important part in Izvolski's Balkan policy no less than in
Tittoni's African ambitions. It was further consolidated
by the very intimate relations between the two when they
were later Ambassadors in Paris together, in close touch
with M. Poincare.94
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